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Abstract 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) methylation is an essential process in gene 
regulation and epigenesis. However, this process can sometimes be detrimental due to 
the presence of abundant alkylating agents in our environment. Methylation on Nl-
purines has been found contributing to genotoxicity and mutagenesis. Yet no structural 
information has been reported. For purine in DNA duplexes, N1 site is involved in the 
base pair hydrogen bonds. Therefore methylation on this position is expected to affect 
the structure and stability of the base pair severely. In this study, nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) and ultraviolet (UV) melting experiments have been performed to 
investigate the solution structural features and thermodynamics stabilities of DNA 
sequences with or without a single N1 -methyladenine (meA) or N1 -methylguanine 
(meG). NMR structural investigations reveal the formation of a Hoogsteen base pair 
between meA and thymine and the presence of unusual dynamics between meG and 
cytosine base pair. UV melting results reveal N1-methylation in adenine destabilizes 
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 
1.1 DNA Methylation 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) methylation is a type of chemical modification 
on DNA involving the addition of methyl group(s) to DNA by alkylating agents or 
DNA methyltransferase. Alkylating agents react with nitrogens and oxygens in 
DNA to generate alkylated lesions (1,2), which have the potential to become 
mutagenic. In mammals, these lesions have been implicated in carcinogenesis, 
neurodegenerative disease and aging (2,3). In addition, they can halt replication, 
interrupt transcription, or signal the activation of cell-cycle checkpoints (4). For this 
reason, alkylating agents are popular as cancer chemotherapeutic agents to 
effectively suppress cancer cell proliferation. 
Base nitrogens are preferred by many alkylating agents (1). N1-methylated 
adenine (meA) and N1-methylated guanine (meG) (Figure 1.1) have been found both 
in vivo and in vitro (5-7). The contribution of a single N1-methylated purine to 
genotoxicity and mutagenesis by normal or bypass polymerases was revealed 
recently (8). However, the effects of N1-methylation on DNA structure, stability and 
dynamics remain elusive. 
r , ii 
dK 3 dR 3 2 
N1-methyladenine (1meA) N1-methylguanine (1meG) 
Figure 1.1 The strutures of N1-methylated adenine and N1-methylated guanine. dR 
represents doxyribose. 
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1.2 DNA Structure 
To facilitate understanding of this work in the following sections, DNA 
nomenclature scheme, conformations and base pairing modes are briefly introduced 
according to the recommendation from the International Union of Pure and Applied 
Chemistry (lUPAC), the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
(lUBMB) and the International Union for Pure and Applied Biophysics (lUPAB) (9). 
1.2.1 Nomenclature Scheme for DNA 
DNA is a biopolymer composed of simple repeating units called 
deoxyribonucleotides (Figure 1.2). Each unit contains a deoxyribose, a nitrogenous 
base and a phosphate group that joins the monomers together by forming a 
phosphodiester bond. There are four types of nitrogeous bases in DNA, which 
encode the gentic information by their combinations. The four bases are classified 
into two categories: (1) purine including adenine (A) and guanine (G); (2) pyrimidine 
including cytosine (C) and thymine (T) (Figure 1.3). 
O Deoxyribose 
P . ^ � 
O—P—0—— 
Nucleotide 人 y j)^ base(H6/H8) 
O 
C 
P h o s p h a t e 、 o — P — O ~ 1 
-•••) I i 
1 O 
Figure 1.2 Nucleotide structure and representation of torsion angles. 
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Purine bases Pyrimidine bases 
NH2 O NH2 O 
N r ^ N ^ Nr^N^NH, gL^ N 人。 ^^N^O 
/ 3 / 3 丄 I • , 
dR dR ^R i R 
Adenine (A) Guanine (G) Cytosine (C) Thymine (T) 
Figure 1.3 Chemical structures of bases in DNA. dR represents deoxyribose. 
The conformation of the sugar-phosphate backbone is described by torsion 
angles a, (3, 7, 8, e and ^ (Figure 1.2). The definitions of these torsion angles are 
shown in Table 1.1. The endocyclic torsion angles of the deoxyribose sugar are 
denoted as Pq, ^i, "2，"3 and "4. The orientation of the base relative to the sugar is 
given by the glycosidic torsion angle x. The most popular notation accepted by 
spectroscopists and X-ray crystallographers for ranges of torsion angles is cis (c: 0° 士 
30。)，trans (t: 180�士 30。)，+gauche (g+: 60° 士 30°) and -gauche (g: -60�士 30°). The 
terms syn (0�士 90。）and anti (180° 士 90°) are specially used to define x-
Table 1.1 Definition of the torsion angles in deoxyribonucleotides^ 












X (pyrimidine) 04'i-Cl'i-Nli-C2i 
X (purine) 04’i-Cri-N9i-C4i 
a Atoms designated (i-1) and (i+1) belong to adjacent units of residue i. 
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The furanose ring is generally non-planar and its conformation (pucker) can 
be described in the following ways. Basically, the sugar ring conformation can be 
described by the pseudorotation phase angle P and the puckering amplitude V'm. In 
other words, the five sugar torsion angles can be expressed by the combination of 
phase angle P and amplitude ipm. Another common usage is endo/exo notation. 
Atoms displaced from these three- or four- atom planes and on the same side as C5' 
are called endo, while those on the opposite side are called exo (Figure 1.4). 
(A) (B) 
5' 3, Base 5’ 2' Base 
X A s J 
4' ^ ^ r 4' 3, r 
(C) (D) 
5' .. Base 2' Base 
V W w ^ 
2' 3, 
Figure 1.4 Representation of sugar puckering. View with this plane perpendicular to the 
paper. (A) C3’-endo. (B) C2'-endo. (C) CS'-endo and C2'-exo. (D) C3'-exo and 
C2'-endo. 
The relationships between P and endo/exo are illustrated by the 
pseudorotation cycle shown in Figure 1.5. Conformations fall in the northern half 
are designated as N-type, while those in the southern half are designated as S-type. 
Experimentally, P values usually observed for the N and S conformations are 
represented by 'd' (9). 
4 
o 售 
， f CD J 
04'-exo 04'-endo 
§ ±180^ ？i & \ 
o 
Figure 1.5 Pseudorotation cycle of the furanose ring showing the relationship between 
phase angle P and endo/exo notation. 
1.2.2 Conformations of DNA 
Under physiological condition, DNA usually adopts double helical 
conformations in which two polynucleotide strands are usually held together to form 
a duplex (10). The structure of a duplex is dependent on the hydration of the 
molecule. High humidity favors B-DNA, while low humidity, alcohols, and salts 
favor the alternative structures of A- and Z-DNA (10). A- and B-DNA are right-
handed helices with different length per turn. Z-DNA is left-handed helix. Besides, 
DNA can also adopt various conformations such as single strand helix, hairpin, 
triplex (11), and G-quadruplex (12). 
1.2.3 Base Pair Scheme 
Conventionally, a base pairing relationship bewteen two nucleotides is 
expressed like A.T with a dot in the middle of two nucleotide symbols. One of the 
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most common base pairing modes in nucleic acids is Watson-Crick base pairing 
proposed by Jmes Dewey Watson and Francis Crick in 1953 (13) (Figure 1.6). 
Hoogsteen base pairing mode was discovered by Karst Hoogsteen in 1963 (14) 
(Figure 1.6). In these two base pairing mode, A is paird with T and G with C. This 
rule insures the genetic information passing from one generation to another. 
Hoogsteen A.T base pair shown in Figure 1.5 is a minor variation of base pairing in 
DNA and has roughly equal stability with Watson-Crick A.T base pair (14-17). 
Hoogsteen G.C pair is stable only at mildly acidic pH (about 4 to 5), because it 
requires protonation of a cytosine (18). 
H « H42 
编 . . . . . . H . K dR - - N 终 
‘ 叙 K 卞 21......oh . 
22 M 
Watson-Crick base pairs 
H62 卜 1 u 
1 \ ^ I H42 
dR O dR dR o \ d R 
Hoogsteen base pairs 
Figure 1.6 Watson-Crick and Hoogsteen base pairing modes. Hydrogen bonds are 
represented by dashed lines. 
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1.2.4 Sugar Conformation 
There are two main sugar conformations commonly observed in DNA: the 
North (N) state (0° SP <36°, C2'-endo) and South (S) state ( 1 2 6 � < P <216°, C3'-
endo) (19). The sugar conformation is usually analyzed in terms of the fraction 
population of S and N states. 
1.2.5 Backbone Conformation 
For the backbone conformation, the Bi and Bn states are commonly found in 
DNA. The B丨 conformation with lower energy places the torsion angles e, oi and (3 
in t, g', g- and t, respectively. The Bn conformation with higher energy places the 
torsion angles e, a and /? in g", t, g" and t, respectively. Based on molecular orbital 
calculations, the B! state is estimated to be less than 1.0 kcal/mol lower energy than 
the Bii state, allowing a rapid jump between the Bi and Bn states (20). Therefore, the 
backbone conformation is usually analyzed in terms of the fractional population of Bi 
and Bii states. 
1.3 DNA Melting 
DNA melting, also called DNA denaturation, is a process by which the 
helical structure of DNA is decomposed into single strand coils through breaking 
down hydrogen bonds between base pairs. DNA can melt to single strand (unfolded 
state) upon heating and fold to secondary structure (folded state) upon cooling. 
Generally speaking, knowledge of the thermodynamics of DNA is necessary for 
understanding DNA replication fidelity (21)，mismatch repair efficiency (22) and the 
mechanism of DNA triplet repeat diseases (23). 
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1.4 Objective of this Work 
For purine in DNA duplexes, N1 site is involved in the Watson-Crick base 
pair. Therefore methylation at this position would severely affect the structure and 
stability of the base pair. To leam how Nl-methylpurine lesions affect the base pair 
structures and stabilities, this study aims to investigate the solution structural features 
and thermodynamic stabilities of DNA containing a single Nl-methylpurine lesion 
by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and ultraviolet (UV) technique. 
For comparison, structural and thermodynamic studies have also been performed on 
the normal DNA sequences, which have the same sequence contents with the 
modified DNA except Nl-methylpurine was replaced by an unmodified purine in the 
normal sequence. 
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CHAPTER TWO: Materials and Methodology 
2.1 Sequence Design 
To simplify the sample preparation process, four sequences were designed to 
form a hairpin with a 5'-GAA loop (Figure 2.1). To mimic the situation where a 
duplex contains a single nucleotide lesion, N1-methylated bases were placed in the 
middle of the double helical stem region to minimize the effects from the loop and 
terminal. In the two modified sequences, the one containing a single N1-methylated 
adenine is called TmeA and the other with a single N1-methylated guanine is CmeG. 
"meA" and "meG" were used to represent N1-methylated adenine and guanine, 
respectively throughout this thesis. The normal sequence, corresponding to TmeA, 
in which the meA nucleotide was replcaed by a normal adenine nucleotide, is named 
refTA. Similarly, the other normal sequence is called refCG. These two unmodified 
DNA samples work as references. When they are compared with modified 
sequences, the effects come from the Nl-methylpurine lesion can be elucidated. Any 
nucleotide are named according to their base type and position in sequence. For 
example, C at the position 1 of sequence refCG is written as CI. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 p 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 
5 . -CGC T G A G 5 " - C G C T G A G ^ 
3'-G C G meA C T C 广 3 ' - G C G A C T C 八9 
17 16 15 14 13 12 11 ^ 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 ^ 
10 10 
TmeA refTA 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 
5'-C G C C G AG . 5 ' - C G C C G AG 
3'-G CGmeG C T C 广 3.-G C GG C T C 广 
17 16 15 14 13 12 11 A 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 ^ 
10 10 
CmeG refCG 
Figure 2.1 DNA sequences used in this work. 
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2.2 Sample Preparation 
All DNA hairpins were synthesized using solid-phase support 
phosphoramidite chemistry (1 jumole scale) on an Applied Biosystems ABI 392 
automated DNA/RNA synthesizer. Phosphoramidite and other reagents were 
purchased from ChemGenes Corporation. All DNA samples were purified by 
denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and then followed by DEAE 
(diethylaminoethyl) column chromatography. It was reported that base Nl-
methyladenine would partially change to N6-methyladenine under alkaline condition 
(24). To remove the DNA containing N6-methyladenine, about 0.2 jumole DNA 
sample was loaded to one piece of gel instead of 0.5 /xmole when TmeA was purified. 
NMR samples were prepared by dissolving 0.5 jLimole oligonucleotides into 500 /xL 
buffer solution containing 150 mM sodium chloride, 10 mM sodium phosphate at pH 
7.0 and 0.1 mM 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentance-5-sulfonic acid (DSS) and finally put 
into 5mm Wilmad PP528 NMR tubes. For labile proton study, sample solutions 
contained 90% H20/10% D2O. For the nonlabile proton study, samples were dried 
and redissolved in 99.96% D2O. 
2.3 Resonance Assignment 
In order to study the structural effects of N1-methylated purines from NMR 
spectra, proton resonances should be assigned first, so that phosphorous resonances, 
sugar and backbone conformations can be determined subsequently. All NMR 
spectra were acquired on either a Bruker ARX-500 or Avance II 500 spectrometer 
equipped with a single axis gradient. A 5 mm broadband inverse probe was used to 
acquire the ^H-^ ^P spectra and the other spectra were obtained by a 5 mm Triple 
10 
Resonance Probe. All spectra were processed using TopSpin 1.3 (Bruker 
Spectrospin). 
2.3.1 Proton Resonance Assignment 
DNA ^H resonances were determined by analyzing two-dimensional (2D) 
homonuclear experiments. Conventionally, nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy 
(NOESY) (25) is used for the sequential assignment of H6/H8 and H1'/H2VH2" (26). 
Scalar coupled correlation experiments such as total correlation spectroscopy 
(TOCSY) (27) and double quantum filtered-correlation spectroscopy (DQF-COSY) 
(28) experiments are used to assign the HI’ and H3' (26). 
In a 2D NOESY spectrum, the presence of a NOE cross peak between two 
spins usually shows that the distance between the two spins is less than 5 A (29). As 
for DNA, there are two types of through space NOE connectivities: (i) 
intranucleotide NOE, which involves the magnetization transfer between a pair of 
spins in the same nucleotide, and (ii) intemucleotide NOE, which involves the 
magnetization transfer between a pair of spins from two different nucleotides. Figure 
2.2 shows the intranucleotide NOE connectivities between H6/H8 and H1VH2'/H2" 
resonances of the upper residue. These HIVH2VH2" resonances also exhibit 
intemucleotide NOE connectivities with the H6/H8 resonance of the next residue. 




o — p 一 o — — 
\\ a 
‘ 么 base(H6/H8) 
H 2 V � 
O ������� < : : : � � 
0 — P — o ~ 〜、、、、、、、： 
- ^ O . base(H6/H8) 
H2" 
Figure 2.2 Sequential〈H NOE connectivities in DNA. The solid arrows represent 
intranucleotide NOE interactions, while dashed arrows represent internucleotide 
NOE interactions. 
HI ' and H3' are connected with H2VH2" through bond (Figure 2.3). When 






Figure 2.3 Through bond connectivities are usually used to assign the sugar protons in 
nucleotides. The arrows represent the through bond interactions. 
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The through bond connectivity between H5 and H6 of cytosine can be clearly 
observed in the TOCSY spectrum. After H6 is determined for the cytosine from 
NOESY spectrum, H5 can be assigned. Figure 2.4 (A) shows intranucleotide NOE 
connectivities between H5 of cytosine and its own amino protons in a normal 
Watson-Crick base pair. These amino protons exhibit intemucleotide NOE 
connectivities with imino proton of guanine, which is paired with this cytosine. 
Figure 2.4 (B) shows the intemucloetide NOE connectivity between thymine imino 
and H2 of adenine. Therefore, labile protons in Watson-Crick base pairs can be 
assigned in the 2D WATERGATE-NOESY spectrum, which is usually used to 
assign the labile protons in H2O. 
/ • • • • . . • • 〜 • . • . • . \ 
� 4 h p c m H k / 
— H i 、 O d R dR N 、 而 忍 dR 
22" 
(A) (B) 
Figure 2.4 (A) Typical NOE connectivities for a G-C Watson-Crick base pair. (B) Typical 
NOE connectivities for an A-T Watson-Crick base pair. dR represents 
deoxyribose. The dotted arrows describe the typical NOE connectivities for G-C 
and A.T Watson-Crick base pairs. The clotted lines between two bases 
represent hydrogen bonds. 
In this study, the chemical shift of DSS was set to zero to serve as a reference. 
2D NOESY experiments were performed at 300 ms mixing time with the time-
proportional phase increment (TPPI) phase cycling method. The recycling delay was 
set to 2s. 512 free induction decays (FIDs) were collected. Each FID consists of 
4096 complex data points and 64 scans were acquired. The acquired data matrix was 
finally zero-filled to give a 4096 x 4096 data set with cosine window function 
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applied to both dimensions. TOCSY experiments were performed at 75ms mixing 
time using MLEV-17 composite pulse sequence and the TPPI phase cycling method 
with a 4096 x 512 data size with at least 16 scans. Zero-filling and cosine bell 
window function were applied to both dimension to generate a 4096 x 4096 data 
matrix. WATERGATE-NOESY experiments were performed at 300 ms mixing time 
with TPPI phase cycling method. The recycling delay was set to two seconds. 512 
free induction decays (FIDs) were collected. Each FID consists of 4096 complex 
data points and at least 56 scans were acquired. Zero-filling and cosine bell window 
function were applied to both dimension to generate a 4096 x 4096 data matrix. 
2.3.2 Phosphorous Resonance Assignment 
resonances were assigned by using HSQC experiment which can yield 
cross peaks for H3'i.i-Pi, H5'i-Pi and H5，，i-Pi. Figure 2.5 shows the through bond 
connectivities from H3' to ^^ P and from H57H5" to ^'P. Based on the H3' 
assignment from 2D NOESY and TOCSY, ^^ P resonances can be assigned. In this 
study, HSQC experiments were performed with the Echo-Antiecho method 
(30-32). A 2048 x 256 data with 32 scans was acquired. The ^H spectral width was 
10 ppm with the carrier frequency positioned at the residual HDO signal. The ^^ P 
spectral width was set to 2 ppm. Heteronuclear decoupling was executed by 
WALTZ-16 composite pulse decoupling sequence (33-35). Zero-filling and baseline 
corrections were applied to generate a 2048 x 2048 data matrix. ^'P chemical shifts 
were indirectly referenced to DSS using the derived nucleus-specific ratio (S) of 
0.404808636 (9). ^H-^ ^P HSQC experiments were performed at 25 °C for TmeA and 
refTA and at 35 °C for CmeG and refCG. 
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Nucleotide (i-1) o ^ a s e c s ) 
� H h K ^ ； ^ ^ . . 
‘ H2" 
f P H5, 
_ O h C base(H6/H8) 
Nucleotide i < ^ 
K H3' H2'A 
H 4 ' \ | 1 / HI' 
I H2" 
Figure 2.5 Through bond connectivities from H3' to ^ V and from H5VH5" to ^V . i and (i-1) 
are the sequence numbers of the nucleotides. The arrows indicate the through 
bond connectivities. 
2.4 Determination of Sugar Conformation 
The sugar conformation can be determined from the through bond couplings 
of sugar protons (^Jhh). From the X-ray structure data, the average pseudorotation 
phase angle (P) for the pure S-state is 1 8 � a n d for the pure N-state is 153�（36). 
These values can be used to approximate the possible range of the sum of ^Jhi'H2' and 
3Jhi’h2" coupling constants (I； 1'= ^hvm' + %i'H2"； for P = 18°, D 1' = 9.4 Hz, and 
for P = 153°, D r = 15.7 Hz) (19). By assuming the measured coupling constants 
were resulted from the population average in the two states, the percentage of the S-
state (%S) was estimated using the two extreme values of I； 1’ as shown in the 
following equation (19): 
yi'_Q 4 
%S= xlOO% [2.1] 
1 5 . 7 - 9 . 4 
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3 3 _ 
JHrH2' and Jhi'H2" coupling constants were extracted by measuring the 
antiphase splitting in the 2D DQF-COSY spectrum (Figure 2.6). The experiment 
was performed twice on refTA. The standard deviations were found to be 0.1 Hz for 
both Jhi'H2' and Jhi'h2". And the standard deviation for %S was found to be 2%. 
The error limit for %S was found to be 6%. In this study, 2D DQF-COSY 
experiments were performed using the TPPI phase cycling method. A 4096 x 512 
data size was acquired with at least 16 scans. A sine bell window function was 
applied in order to enhance the resolution. Zero-filling and baseline correction were 
applied to both dimensions to generate a 4096 x 4096 data matrix. 
PPmJ 
•I o 
1.0 ~ oo . o 
3 I 
G7 H1'H2' 
2:- m - ^ 率 
^ � � “ 體。C11 ® 
X cSQQ Q O � � Q 0 � 
S 2.4- . t s g g 。 。 ” 
工 丨 U 
3 J �^Hi'Hr 
• � § “ 5 
0©®O Z.O ~ © <a>«» <3 
3.0 I • … 丨 … • I丨…丨…丨丨丨…I…丨丨…丨丨…丨 
5.70 5.65 5.60 5.55 5.50 5.45 5.40 ppm 
H1' 
Figure 2.6 Partial H1 '-H27H2” region of DQF-COSY spectrum of refTA at 25 °C. 
2.5 Determination of Backbone Conformation 
The backbone conformation can be determined from heteronuclear coupling 
of sugar-phosphate backbone (^Jhp). From crystal structure data, the average e 
torsion angle value for the Bi state is —190�and for the Bn is -105° (37,38). These e 
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values can be used to approximate the possible range of ^ J h s t coupling constants (for 
6 = -105°, 3Jh3’p = 10.0 Hz, and for e = -190。， J^h3'p = 1.3 Hz) (39). By assuming the 
measured coupling constant represents the weighted average of the coupling 
constants in the two states, the percentage of the Bi-state (%Bi) was estimated using 
the two extreme values of e from the relationship (39): 
� = 3 / " 3 , > b s e r v e d ) - 1 0 . 0 x i o o o / o [2.2] 
‘ 1.3-10.0 
3Jh3’p coupling constants were extracted by measuring the antiphase splitting 
in the selective ^H-^'P heteronuclear COSY spectrum (Figure 2.7). The experiment 
was performed twice on refTA to find the standard deviation of 0.2 Hz and 3% for 
3Jh3’p and %Bi, respectively. And the error limit for %B\ was found to be 6%. In this 
study, selective ^H-^'P heteronuclear COSY experiments were performed with the 
States method. 128 FIDs were acquired for each experiment and each FID contains 
2048 data points with 72 scans. The and ^'P spectral width were set to 10 ppm 
and 2 ppm, respectively. The H3' region was inverted 180° by a Gauss shape pulse 
centered at the H3' region. A sine bell window function was been applied to F2 
dimensions. The F1 data were extended to 256 complex points by forward linear 
prediction and zero-filled to 2048 complex points. 
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Figure 2.7 Partial H3' region of ^H-^V COSY spectra of refTA at 2 5 �C . 
2.6 Thermodynamic Study on DNA 
Due to the highly conjugated nature of aromatic bases, DNA absorbs 
ultraviolet (UV) and has maxium absorption at wavelength 260 nm. As a result of 
hypochromicity of DNA, double strand or folded DNA have a lower absorbance at 
260 nm than single stranded or unfolded DNA (40). For this reason, the process of 
DNA melting is practically monitored by UV light by recording the absorbance 
changes with increasing or decreasing temperature. The resulting UV absorbance 
versus temperature profile is called a "UV melting curve" (Figure 2.8A), which can 
be normalized (Figure 2.8B). From UV melting curve of DNA, thermodynamic 
parameters can be extracted. The simplest way to derive thermodynamic parameters 
from UV melting data is to apply a van't Hoff analysis (Equation 2.3 - 2.5) on the 
data by assuming a two-state model, folded and unfolded states, and that the 
difference in heat capacities of the folded and unfolded states is zero. (41,42) 
A / / v H = 4 R r ^ ' ( ^ ) n . a x P.3] 
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[2.4] 
Then, the free energy at temperature T is, 
AG丁 [2.5] 
where A H v h is the van't Hoff enthalpy and A S v h is the van't Hoff entropy. The 
melting temperature, Tm (in Kelvin), is defined as the temperature at which half of 
the DNA molecules are folded and half of them are unfolded and is the fraction of 
unfolded states (du = b/(a+b) in Figure 2.8A). 
(A) (B) 
0.125 1.0 H ； 
unfolded state 厂 
。.120. 7 “ 0.8. / 
r.115 a / 0.6. / 
10.110. / / 
S / 0.4 / 
， 0 5 / 
0.100 • I 0.2. y 
0.095 - f o l d e d ^ t a t ^ ^ _ _ , _一 , _ _ , _ _ , _ _ 0.0 — ~ , ~ , , ^ 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Temperature (OQ) Temperature (°C) 
Figure 2.8 (A) Melting curve of sample TmeA. (B) Normalized melting curve of TmeA. 
In this study, all hairpin samples were melted in 150 mM sodium chloride and 
10 mM sodium phosphate (pH = 7.0) at 1 /xM strand concentration separately. Prior 
to melting, degassing was performed by heating the solvent to 95 °C for more than 
two hours. Degassed samples were gently put into a dry quartz cuvette with 1 cm 
path length. Samples in the cuvette were sealed with paraffin oil on the surface and 
covered by a Teflon cap to minimize the rate of evaporation. UV absorbances at 260 
nm were collected with a heating rate of 1 °C/min from 25 °C to 95 °C by using HP 
8453 Diode-Array UV-Vis spectrometer. For each sample, UV melting experiments 
were repeated at least three times. Thermodynamic parameters were derived from the 
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fitted melting curve by MELTWIN version 3.5 (available from Jeffery A. McDowell 
at www.meltwin.com). 
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CHAPTER THREE: Effects of N1-methylated 
Adenine on DNA Structure and Stability 
3.1 Overview 
NMR investigations of the structural feamres of TmeA and refTA oligomers 
were performed. In order to determine the effect of Nl-methylation at adenine on 
DNA structures, comparisons between their base pairing mode, sugar conformation 
and backbone conformation were made. In addition, UV melting experiments on 
these oligomers were carried out and their thermodynamic parameters are summarized 
and discussed in this chapter. 
3.2 Resonance Assignment Results 
3.2.1 H^ Resonance Assignments 
The NOE sequential assignments of TmeA and refTA are shown in Figure 3.1. 
Based on NOESY and TOCSY results, Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the HI ' and H3' 
assignments of TmeA and refTA, respectively. All non-labile aromatic base protons 
were identified in the ID spectra for both TmeA and refTA. The imino protons of 
TmeA and refTA were assigned using WATERGATE-NOESY spectra acquired at 5 
and 25 °C, respectively and the results are shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.1 NOE sequential assignments of (A) TmeA and (B) refTA at 25 °C. 
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Figure 3.2 H1, and H3, assignment of TmeA using NOESY and TOCSY spectra at 2 5 � C . (A) 
H6/H8-H2VH2" region of 2D NOESY spectrum and H1,-H27H2" region of TOCSY 
spectrum of TmeA. (B) H6/H8-H2VH2" region of 2D NOESY spectrum and H3'-
H2VH2" region of TOCSY spectrum of TmeA. 
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Figure 3.3 H1 ’ and H3' assignment of refTA using NOESY and TOCSY spectra at 2 5 � C . (A) 
H6/H8-H2VH2" region of 2D NOESY spectrum and H1’-H27H2,’ region of TOCSY 
spectrum of refTA. (B) H6/H8-H2VH2" region of 2D NOESY spectrum and H3'-
H2VH2" region of TOCSY spectrum of refTA. 
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Figure 3.4 Labile proton assignments of (A) TmeA at 5 � C and (B) refTA at 2 5 � C . 
3.2.2 3ip Resonance Assignments 
Phosphorous chemical shifts were assigned via the H3' to ^'P through-bond 
connectivities using HSQC experiments and the results are shown in Figure 
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3.5. The ranges of ^^P chemical shift were found to be -4.96 to -3.77 ppm and -4.97 
to -3.72 ppm in TmeA and refTA, respectively. 
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Figure 3.5 Phosphorous assignments of (A) TmeA and (B) refTA using H3'-H2VH2" region 
of TOCSY spectrum and region of ^H-^V HSQC spectrum at 25 °C. 
3.3 Base Pair Structures 
In refTA, the imino proton chemical shift assignment results reveal all 
nucleotides in the stem region of refTA form Watson-Crick base pairs (26). In TmeA, 
Watson-Crick base pairs were also found in the stem region except the T4-meA14 
base pair. For Watson-Crick T.A base pairs, intemucleotide NOE between adenine 
H2 and thymine NH is usually observed (Figure 3.6A). Such through-space NOE 
connectivity was indeed observed between A14H2 and T4NH of refTA (Figure 3.7A). 
However, in the TmeA sample, such NOE was not observed. Instead, there is an 
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intemucleotide NOE between meA14H8 and T4NH (Figure 3.7B), suggesting the 
formation of a Hoogsteen base pair (Figure 3.6B). 
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Figure 3.6 (A) Watson-Crick base pairing between A and T; (B) Hoogsteen base pairing 
between meA and T. 
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Figure 3.7 A portion of WATERGATE-NOESY spectra of (A) refTA at 25。C and (B) TmeA at 
5°C. 
Concerning the base orientation, adenine usually adopts the anti conformation 
in Watson-Crick base pair and the interproton H8-H1' distance is �3.7-3.9 A (43). 
However, adenine usually adopts the syn conformation in Hoogsteen T.A base pair 
(44-46) in which the intranucleotide HS-Hl' distance of adenine is -2.6-2.7 A (43). A 
strong NOE would be expected between these two protons in the syn conformation 
whereas a medium NOE would be expected in the anti conformation. A series of 
NOESY spectra of TmeA and refTA in D2O were acquired at various mixing times of 
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100, 200 and 300 ms (Appendix I) and a strong intranucleotide meAH8-Hl ’ NOE was 
observed in all these NOESY spectra. This NOE has comparable intensity with that 
of cytonsine H5-H6. As the interproton distance of H5 and H6 is � 2 . 4 人（47)，the 
distance between me AH 8 and HI’ would be close to 2.4 A, suggesting meA adopts 
the syn conformation. On the other hand, a medium NOE A14H8-Hr in refTA was 
observed, which is consistent with an anti conformation for adenine in a Watson-
Crick base pair. 
3.4 Sugar Conformation 
All 3Jhi,h2’ and ^ J h r u r coupling constants of TmeA and refTA were extracted 
from the DQF-COSY spectra at 25 °C (Figure 3.8). The results are summarized in 
Appendix II. The fraction of S-state (%S) of each nucleotide in TmeA and refTA was 
calculated using equation [2.1]. Most of the nucleotides have the %S value greater 
than 60% (Figure 3.9). Except T4, the variations in the %S values of the 
corresponding nucleotides in TmeA and refTA are less than 10%. In refTA, the %S 
value of T4 was 98%. This value was reduced to 76% in TmeA, indicating Nl-
methylation of adenine causes a significant decrease in the S-state population of the 
nucleotide opposite to it. 
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Figure 3.8 H1 ’-H27H2” region of DQF-COSY spectra of (A) TmeA and (B) refTA at 2 5 �C . 
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Figure 3.9 S-state population of every nucleotide in TmeA and refTA. S-state population of 
G2 in refTA is not derived due to peak overlapping. The error limit in the result of 
%S is 6%. 
3.5 Backbone Conformation 
The 3Jh3’p coupling constants of TmeA and refTA were measured from the 
H3’-P regions of selective ^H-^'P heteronuclear COSY spectra at 2 5 � C (Figure 3.10). 
The results are summarized in Appendix IV. The populations of Bi conformation 
(o/oBi) were calculated using equation [2.2]. The variations of the %Bi values were 
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found to be 29-78% and 31-77% in TmeA and refTA, respectively (Figure 3.11). By 
comparing the %Bi values of the corresponding nucleotides in TmeA and refTA, all of 
them were found to be smaller than 12% except A14. In refTA, the %Bi value of A14 
was found to be 56% and this value was increased to 75% in TmeA, indicating that 
N1-methylation of adenine causes an increase in the population of the Bi 
conformation. 
The variations of ^'P chemical shift in the corresponding nucleotides of TmeA 
and refTA also reflect the structural impacts of N1-methylation of adenine on the 
backbone conformation since chemical shift is sensitive to changes in the chemical 
environment of a nucleus. The largest chemical shift variation was also found in A14， 
supporting N1-methylation of adenine induces structural changes in the backbone 
conformation. 
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Figure 3.11 The B, percentages (%B|) of refTA and TmeA in solution. The result of G5 was 
not extracted due to overlapping. The error limit of %B| is 6%. 
3.6 Thermodynamic Stability Study 
Figure 3.12 shows the normalized optical melting curves of TmeA and refTA 
in which the melting temperature of TmeA is lower than that of refTA. 
Thermodynamic parameters were determined from fitting the melting curves using 
MELTWIN 3.5 and the results are shown in Table 3.1. The AG37°c value of refTA 
was found to be smaller than that of TmeA, suggesting N1-methylation of adenine 
destabilizes the double helical conformation. 
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Figure 3.12 Normalized optical melting curves for TmeA and refTA. The net fraction of 
unfolded state, is plotted against temperature. 
Table 3.1 Summary of thermodynamic parameters of TmeA and refTA^ 
Oligomer Tm(�C) AH (kcal-mol'^) AS (cal-k'^ -11101'^ ) AG37°c (kcal-mol'') 
TmeA 67.6(0.6) -45.5(2.7) -133.5(7.8) -4.1(0.2) 
refTA 72.1(0.2) -54.9(2.1) -158.9(6.2) -5.6(0.2) 
®UV melting experiments were repeated at least three times for each sample. The average 
values are shown with the standard deviations in parentheses. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: Effects of N1-methylated 
Guanine on DNA Structure and Stability 
4.1 Overview 
To further study the effect of Nl-methylation on DNA structures and 
stabilities, comparisons between the structural features and thermodynamics of CmeG 
and refCG were also performed and the results are discussed in this chapter. 
4.2 Resonance Assignment Results 
4.2.1 H^ Resonance Assignments 
The NOE sequential assignments of CmeG and refCG are shown in Figure 4.1. 
All non-labile aromatic base protons were identified in the ID ^H spectra except 
meG14H8 of CmeG. Moreover, HI ' , H2' and H2" o f m e G U were not observed in 
the NOESY fingerprint region. The H5-H6 crosspeaks of C3，C4 and C13 of CmeG 
were found to be much broader than other peaks. Based on NOESY and TOCSY 
results, HI ' and H3' resonances of CmeG and refCG were assigned (Figures 4.2 and 
4.3). All H3' resonances were identified except meG 14 of CmeG. Using 
WATERGATE-NOESY experiments, the imino protons of CmeG and refCG were 
assigned (Figure 4.4). At 5 °C，two T12 imino signals were observed in CmeG, 
suggesting the presence of two confomiers in this sample. 
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Figure 4.1 NOE sequential assignments of (A) CmeG and (B) refCG at 25 °C. 
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Figure 4.2 HV and H3' assignment of TmeA using NOESY and TOCSY spectra at 3 5 �C . (A) 
H6/H8-H2VH2" region of 2D NOESY spectrum and H1,-H27H2” region of TOCSY 
spectrum of CmeG. (B) H6/H8-H2VH2" region of 2D NOESY spectrum and H3'-
H2VH2" region of TOCSY spectrum of CmeG. 
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Figure 4.3 HV and H3, assignment of refTA using NOESY and TOCSY spectra at 25 °C. (A) 
H6/H8-H27H2" region of 2D NOESY spectrum and H1，-H27H2” region of TOCSY 
spectrum of refCG. (B) H6/H8-H2VH2" region of 2D NOESY spectrum and H3'-
H27H2" region of TOCSY spectrum of refCG. 
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Figure 4.4 Labile proton assignments of (A) CmeG 5 � C and (B) refCG at 25 °C. 
4.2.2 p Resonance Assignments 
chemical shifts were assigned via the through-bond connectivities from 
H3' to 3ip using HSQC experiments and the results are shown in Figure 4.5. 
The variations of ^^P chemical shift values were found to be -4.97 to -3.85 ppm and 
-4.97 to -3.80 ppm in CmeG and refCG, respectively. 
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Figure 4.5 Phosphorous assignments of (A) CmeG and (B) refCG using H3'-H2VH2" region 
of TOCSY spectrum and region of ^H-^^P HSQC spectrum at 35 °C. 
4.3 Base Pair Structures 
In refCG, a single set of imino proton signals was observed and the chemical 
shifts of these protons suggested the presence of Watson-Crick base pairs in the stem 
region of this sample. In CmeG, the imino proton chemical shifts also suggested 
Watson-Crick base pairs in the stem region except for C4-meG14. Besides, the 
situation in CmeG is more complicated for two imino signals for T12 were observed. 
To further study the effects of Nl-methylguanine, 2D TOCSY and ROESY 
analyses were performed. In the TOCSY spectrum of CmeG at 25 the H5-H6 
cross peaks of C3, C4 and CI3 were also found to be much broader than other peaks 
(Figure 4.6A). In order to investigate if the peak broadening originates from the 
unusual dynamics due to conformational exchange, TOCSY experiments were 
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repeated at 5 and 35 °C. At 5 °C, two sets of H5-H6 signals belonging to C3，C4 and 
CI3 were observed (Figure 4.6B), suggesting the presence of two sets of local 
structures surrounding the C4.meG14 base pair. At 35 °C, the exchange rate of these 
two conformers became fast and the two sets of H5-H6 signals merged into a single 
set (Figure 4.6C). 
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Figure 4.6 TOCSY spectra of CmeG in D2O at various temperatures. 
To verify the presence of conformational exchange in CmeG, ROESY 
(rotating frame Overhauser effect spectroscopy) experiment was performed at 5 °C 
(Figure 4.7). Cross peaks in ROESY spectrum show spatial or chemical exchange 
information between spins. For the through space correlations, the signs of dipolar 
cross peaks are always opposite to the diagonal. If the correlation is due to chemical 
exchange, the sign of the cross peak is same as the diagonal. The signs of the cross 
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peaks between the two sets of H5 of C3, C4 and C13 were found to be same as 
diagonal but opposite to the signs of the H5-H6 cross peaks, confirming 
conformational exchange was present in CmeG. 
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Figure 4.7 ROESY spectrum of CmeG in D2O at 5 � C with mixing time 200 ms. Positive and 
negative signals are in black and blue, respectively. 
4.4 Sugar Conformation 
3Jhi,h2, and ^Jhi'h2" coupling constants of CmeG were extracted from DQF-
COSY spectrum at 35 °C (Figure 4.8A) in order to determine the sugar conformation 
of the averaged structure of the stem region. For refCG, the sugar conformation was 
also determined from %rH2' and ^Jni-Hr measured at 35 °C (Figure 4.8B). The 
fraction of S-state (%S) of each nucleotide in CmeG and refCG was calculated using 
equation [2.1] and the results are summarized in Appendix III. 
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Figure 4.8 H1'-H27H2" region of DQF-COSY spectra of (A) CmeG and (B) refCG at 35 °C. 
The %S values of most of the nucleotides are greater than 60% (Figure 4.9). 
The variations in the %S values of the corresponding nucleotides in CmeG and 
refCG are less than 5%, indicating no significant variation in S-state populations at 
35 °C. However, the sugar conformations of C3, C4, meG14 and G15 in CmeG were 
not determined because their Hr -H2 ' and H r - H 2 " DQF-COSY cross peaks were 
not observed due to cancellation of the antiphase components of them. At this 
temperature, the components of cross peaks remained broad probably due to the 
moderate exchange rate between the two conformations. 
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Figure 4.9 S-state population of every nucleotide in CmeG and refCG. Due to the 
cancellation of antiphase components of the cross peaks, the S-state 
populations of C3, C4, meG14 and G15 in CmeG are not calculated. The error 
limit in the result of %S is 6%. 
Neither higher nor lower temperatures favor the ^Jhi'h2' and J^hi'H2" 
measurements of these nucleotides because the stem region tends to melt at higher 
temperatures and the peaks are broadened due to slower tumbling rate at lower 
temperatures (Figure 4.10). As a result, the effects of Nl-methylguanine on the 
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Figure 4.10 Variable temperature 1D ^H spectra of CmeG. Due to the unusual dynamics of 
meG14, meGH8 was not observed below 55 °C. The chemical shift of G7H8 at 
45 and 55 °C changes significantly, suggesting the stem region of CmeG starts 
to melt in this temperature range. At temperatures below 25 °C, the cytosine 
peaks are broadened. 
4.5 Backbone Conformation 
The 3Jh3’p coupling constants of CmeG and refCG were measured from the 
regions H3'-P of selective ^H-^'P heteronuclear COSY spectra at 3 5 � C (Figure 4.11). 
The results are summarized in Appendix V. Populations of B! conformation (%Bi) 
were calculated using equation [2.2]. The variations of the %Bi values were found to 
be 13-76% and 31-74% in CmeG and refCG, respectively (Figure 4.12). The 
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absence of peaks for C4 and G15 in CmeG are probably due to the unusual dynamics 
of meG. By comparing the %Bi values of the corresponding nucleotides in CmeG 
and refCG, G2, C3, G5, CI3, G14 and G17 were found to have differences larger 
than 15%, and others have variations smaller than 10%. No long-range effect on 
DNA structures was observed from Nl-methylation of guanine. 
By comparing the chemical shifts of ^'P of the corresponding nucletides in 
CmeG and refCG, the largest variation was found in G5 with 0.47 ppm difference. 
The variations in C3 and G14 were found to be 0.23 ppm and 0.22 ppm, respectively, 
which are larger than others except G5. Nucleotides CI3 and G17 show 0.15 ppm 
and 0.11 ppm variations, respectively. For the rest, the chemical shift variations 
were found to be smaller than 0.06 ppm. The variations in the adjacent nucleotides 
of meG 14 were found to be more significant than others, which support the structural 
changes in the backbone conformation caused by Nl-methylation of guanine. 
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Figure 4.12 The B| percentages (%B|) of CmeG and refCG in solution. The %B| of G15 in 
refCG was not extracted due to peak overlapping. The %B| of C4 and G15 were 
not calculated due to absence of peaks. The error limit of %B| is 6%. 
4.6 Thermodynamic Stability study 
Figure 4.13 shows the normalized optical melting curves of CmeG and refCG 
in which the melting temperature of CmeG is much lower than that of refCG. Since 
the temperature of DNA in solution cannot exceed 100 ®C and the measurement was 
performed between 25 and 95 UV absorbance may not achieve its maximum 
for some DNA with high melting temperature. As the consequence, the fraction of 
unfolded state du would be overestimated, therefore the melting temperature would 
be underestimated. From the melting curve of refCG, UV absorbances at high 
temperature did not show the tendency to be identical, which indicate even at 95 
some refCG DNA strands are folded. As a result, the actual melting temperaure of 
refCG may be higher than the value at = 0.5 in figure 4.13. Thermodynamic 
parameters were determined from fitting the melting curves using MELT WIN 3.5 
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and the results are summarized in Table 4.1. The AG37°c value of refCG was found 
to be much smaller than that of CmeG, suggesting Nl-methylation of guanine 
destabilizes significantly the double helical conformation. 
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Figure 4.13 Normalized optical melting curves for CmeG and refCG. The net fraction of 
unfolded state, 0u. is plotted against temperature. 
Table 4.1 Summary of thermodynamic parameters of CmeG and refCG^ 
Oligomer T^ (�C) AH (kcal.mol]) AS (cal.k-i.mol]) AG37°c(kcal-mor') 
CmeG 61.9(0.7) -39.9(2.5) -118.9(7.7) -2.9(0.1) 
refCG 85.0(0.8) -56.7(1.2) -158.2(3.1) -7.6(0.3) 
®UV melting experiments were repeated at least three times for each sample. The average 
values are shown with the standard deviations in parentheses. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: Conclusions and Future Work 
In this study, the effects of N1-methylated purine on the structure and 
stability of the base pair was investigated by using NMR and UV melting. Nl-
methyladenine was found to form a Hoogsteen base pair with T in the double helical 
stem region and demonstrated to have local effects on the sugar and backbone 
conformations. The T.meA Hoogsteen base pair was found to destabilize the 
stability of the double helix slightly. On the other hand, Nl-methylation of guanine 
destabilizes the double helical structure significantly and causes serious structural 
changes of the local base pair and backbone conformation. Two C.meG base pair 
structures were identified at 5 °C. Owing to the unusual dynamics of this C.meG 
base pair that causes line broadening, the investigation of the local sugar 
conformation was difficult. Nevertheless, no long-range effect on the sugar 
conformations was observed. Further works have to be performed in order to 
determine the local effect of Nl-methylation of guanine on sugar conformations. 
Apart from Nl-metylation of purine, N3-methylation of pyrimidines is also 
expected to affect Watson-Crick base pair structure in normal double helices. 
Therefore, further works on DNA duplexes containing N3-methylated pyrimidines 
will improve the understandings of the effects of methylation on DNA structures and 
stabilities. 
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Appendix I: Hr-H6/H8 region of NOESY spectra of TmeA 
at 25 oC with different mixing times 
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Appendix II: ^Jhi'hi', 1^腿2”，El，and %S of TmeA and 
refTA 
TmeA refTA 
3JH1'H2. 3Jhi.H2” J^HrH2' J^HrH2" 11' 
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) %S (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) %S A%S 
C1 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 C1 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 0 
G2 10.5 5.1 15.6 98 G2 nd nd nd nd nd 
C3 9.4 4.7 14.1 75 C3 8.8 5.3 14.1 75 0 
丁4 9.7 4.5 14.2 76 T4 10.6 5.0 15.6 98 -22 
G5 10.0 5.2 15.2 92 G5 10.1 5.4 15.5 97 -5 
A6 9.4 5.3 14.7 84 A6 9.4 5.4 14.8 82 2 
G7 10.9 4.0 14.9 86 G7 10.7 4.0 14.7 84 2 
G8 10.6 4.9 15.5 97 G8 10.6 4.9 15.5 97 0 
A9 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 A9 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 0 
A10 10.0 4.6 14.6 82 A10 10.0 4.8 14.8 86 -4 
C11 10.7 4.6 15.3 94 C11 10.1 5.0 15.1 90 4 
T12 9.7 5.5 15.2 92 T12 9.5 5.4 14.9 87 5 
C13 10.7 4.7 15.4 95 C13 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 9 
meA14 8.5 6.0 14.5 82 A14 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 -4 
G15 10.7 4.9 15.6 97 G15 10.7 4.8 15.5 97 0 
C16 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 C16 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 0 
G17 8.4 5.3 13.7 70 G17 8.7 5.4 14.1 73 -3 
The coupling constants of TmeA and refTA were measured at 25 °C. The measurment 
uncertainty of Jhi,h2. and ^JHrH2" are 土 0.1 Hz. The measurment uncertainty of 11' is ±0.2 Hz. 
The uncertainty of %S is 土 2。/。. G2 values of refTA were not determined for peak 
overlapping. A%S= %S(TmeA)-%S(refTA). nd: not determined. 
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Appendix III: ^Jurur, ^Jhi'hz", S r and %S of CmeG and 
refCG 
CmeG refCG 
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) %S (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) %S A%S 
C1 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 C1 8.0 5.4 13.4 63 2 
G2 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 G2 9.4 5.2 14.6 83 3 
C3 nd nd nd nd C3 9.4 5.3 14.7 84 nd 
C4 nd nd nd nd C4 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 nd 
G5 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 G5 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 0 
A6 9.5 5.3 14.8 86 A6 9.5 5.3 14.8 86 0 
G7 10.7 4.1 14.8 86 G7 10.7 4.1 14.8 86 0 
G8 10.1 5.3 15.4 95 G8 10.2 5.3 15.5 97 -2 
A9 9.4 5.3 14.7 84 A9 9.4 5.3 14.7 84 0 
A10 10.8 4.1 14.9 87 A10 10.8 4.1 14.9 87 0 
C11 9.4 5.3 14.7 84 C11 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 -2 
T12 9.3 5.4 14.7 84 T12 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 -2 
C13 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 C13 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 0 
meG14 nd nd nd nd G14 9.5 5.3 14.8 86 nd 
G15 nd nd nd nd G15 9.4 5.4 14.8 86 nd 
C16 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 C16 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 0 
G17 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 G17 8.1 5.4 13.5 65 Q 
The coupling constants of CmeG and refCG were measured at 35 °C. The measurment 
uncertainty of ^JHrH2' and ^JHrH2- are 土 0.1 Hz. The measurment uncertainty of 11' is ±0.2 Hz. 
The uncertainty of %S is 土 2。/。. The values of C3, C4, meG14 and G15 in CmeG were not 
determined for antiphase components concellation. A%S= %S(CmeG)-%S(refCG). nd: not 
determined. 
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Appendix IV: ^^ P chemical shifts，^Jh3t and %Bi of TmeA, 
and refTA 
TmeA refTA 
3」h3,P ( J ^V 3」H3,P 
(ppm) (Hz) %B| (ppm) (Hz) %B| (ppm) A%B| 
G2 -4.07 5.3 54 G2 -4.04 5.1 56 -0.03 -2 
C3 -4.12 5.0 57 C3 -4.17 5.1 56 0.05 1 
T4 -4.40 3.2 78 T4 -4.28 3.4 76 -0.12 2 
G5 -4.25 nd nd G5 -4.05 5.2 55 -0.20 nd 
A6 -4.10 4.4 64 A6 -4.02 5.4 53 -0.08 11 
G7 -4.21 3.2 78 G7 -4.19 3.3 77 -0.02 1 
G8 -4.96 3.5 75 G8 -4.97 3.3 77 0.01 -2 
A9 -4.26 5.5 52 A9 -4.26 5.3 54 0 -2 
A10 -4.38 7.2 32 A10 -4.38 7.1 33 0 -1 
C11 -4.91 7.5 29 C11 -4.91 7.3 31 0 -2 
T12 -3.77 5.1 56 T12 -3.72 5.1 56 -0.05 0 
C13 -4.30 6.1 45 C13 -4.28 5.9 47 -0.02 -2 
meA14 -4.39 3.5 75 A14 -3.75 5.1 56 -0.64 19 
G15 -4.24 3.9 70 G15 -4.20 4.1 68 -0.04 2 
C16 -3.85 6.2 44 C16 -3.92 6.0 46 0.07 -2 
G17 -3.97 5.2 55 G17 -3.97 5.3 54 0 1 
The uncertainty of chemical shift is 土 0.01 ppm. The measurment uncertainty of ^Jhs-p is 土 
0.2 Hz. The measurment uncertainty of %B| is 土 3。/。. The ^Jhs'p of G5 in TmeA is not 
determined due to peak overlapping. A^V = (TmeA)- "^"P (refTA); A%B|= %B| (TmeA)-
%B|(refTA). nd: not determined. 
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Appendix V: ^^ P chemical shifts, ^ J h 3 t and %Bi of CmeG 
and refCG 
CmeG refCG 
3」h3,p 3」h3,p A J ' V 
(ppm) (Hz) %B| (ppm) (Hz) %B, (ppm) A%B| 
G2 -4.02 7.4 30 G2 -4.05 7.6 27 0.03 -3 
C3 -3.95 8.9 13 C3 -4.18 6.6 39 0.23 -26 
C4 nd nd nd C4 -4.12 3.6 74 nd nd 
G5 -4.34 7.6 28 G5 -3.87 6.2 44 -0.47 -16 
A6 -4.12 7.4 30 A6 -4.11 7.5 29 -0.01 1 
G7 -4.19 6.1 45 G7 -4.23 6.0 46 0.04 -1 
G8 -4.97 3.4 76 G8 -4.97 3.6 74 0 2 
A9 -4.32 5.6 50 A9 -4.29 5.8 48 -0.03 2 
A10 -4.38 7.3 31 A10 -4.40 7.2 32 0.02 -1 
C11 -4.91 8.0 23 C11 -4.92 7.3 31 0.01 -8 
T12 -3.85 5.7 49 T12 -3.80 5.3 54 -0.05 -5 
C13 -4.10 7.5 29 C13 -4.25 5.4 53 0.15 -24 
meG14 -4.14 7.5 29 G14 -3.92 5.0 57 -0.22 -28 
G15 nd nd nd G15 -4.01 5.4 53 nd nd 
C16 -4.09 8.1 22 C16 -4.11 nd nd 0.02 nd 
G17 -3.86 6.7 38 G17 -3.97 5.1 56 0.11 -18 
The uncertainty of ^ V chemical shift is 土 0.01 ppm. The measurment uncertainty of J^ng.p is 土 
0.2 Hz. The measurment uncertainty of %B| is ± 3。/。. The ^Jhs'p values of C4 and G15 in 
CmeG were not determined due to absence of peaks. The ^Jhs'p value of C16 in refCG was 
not measured due to peak overlapping. A^V = (CmeG)- ^V (refCG); A%B|= %Bi 
(CmeG)-%B|(refCG). nd: not determined. 
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